We present a new photometric catalog of 326 candidate globular clusters (GCs) in the nearby spiral galaxy M101, selected from B, V , and I Hubble Space T elescope Advanced Camera for Surveys images. The luminosity function (LF) of these clusters has an unusually large number of faint sources compared with GCLFs in many other spiral galaxies. Accordingly, we separate and compare the properties of "bright" (M V < −6.5) versus "faint" (M V > −6.5; one magnitude fainter than the expected GC peak) clusters within our sample. The LF of the bright clusters is well fit by a peaked distribution similar to those observed in the Milky Way (MW) and other galaxies. These bright clusters also have similar size (r eff ) and spatial distributions as MW GCs. The LF of the faint clusters, on the other hand, is well described by a power law, dN (L V )/dL V ∝ L α V with α = −2.6 ± 0.3, similar to those observed for young and intermediate-age cluster systems in star forming galaxies. We find that the faint clusters have larger typical r eff than the bright clusters, and have a flatter surface density profile, being more evenly distributed, as we would expect for clusters associated with the disk. We use the shape of the LF and predictions for mass-loss driven by two-body relaxation to constrain the ages of the faint clusters. Our results are consistent with two populations of old star clusters in M101: a bright population of halo clusters and a fainter, possibly younger, population of old disk clusters.
INTRODUCTION
Ancient ( 10 Gyr) star clusters formed during the early assembly of most galaxies, and therefore give insight into the broad formation history of their hosts. Elliptical and lenticular galaxies host red, metal-rich globular clusters (GCs) believed to be associated with their bulges, and blue, metal-poor GCs believed to be associated with their halos. It is not yet clear whether these different populations have different ages in all early-type galaxies, but an age difference has been observed in several (Park et al. 2012 ). Spiral galaxies also form metalpoor halo and metal-rich bulge/thick disk clusters, although the fraction of red-to-blue GCs is typically lower than found in similar mass early-type galaxies. Minniti (1995) and Côté (1999) showed that metal-rich Milky Way (MW) GCs in the inner regions of the Galaxy are associated with the bulge.
In addition to ancient GCs, spiral galaxies form younger clusters with a large range of ages in their disks. In the MW, young (< 100 Myr) open clusters are confined to the thin disk and old (> 3 Gyr) open clusters are found in the thick disk (Portegies Zwart et al. 2010) . In fact, Kharchenko et al. (2013) find a smoothly increasing dispersion in the distance of MW star clusters from the Galactic plane with increasing cluster age (see their Figure 5 ).
The GC luminosity functions (LFs) of both elliptical and spiral galaxies, including the MW, are observed to have a peaked shape with a "turnover" caused by the earlier disruption of lower mass clusters due to "evaporation" of stars by two-body relaxation in a tidal field (Fall & Zhang 2001) . Small variations in the peak luminosity and width of GCLFs are believed to come from possible differences in cluster ages, cluster densities, or the strength of the tidal field (Villegas et al. 2010 ). Despite the known small variations, the turnover of GCLFs is nearly universal, which has led to its use as a standard candle for distance determinations (Harris 2001, p. 223) . It is therefore important to study cases where the GCLF does not follow the "universal" pattern. An interesting example is the so-called "faint fuzzies" that have been found in the lenticular galaxies NGC 1023 and NGC 3384 (Brodie & Larsen 2002; Larsen & Brodie 2000) , lenticular and elliptical galaxies in the Virgo cluster (Peng et al. 2006b ), and M51 and its companion (Scheepmaker et al. 2007; Hwang & Lee 2006) . These clusters are quite extended with effective radii (r eff ) of 7-15 pc and ages upwards of 7-8 Gyr. Despite their intermediate/old ages, their LF is observed to continue to rise beyond the expected turnover luminosity. Intermediate age clusters found in a few early-type galaxies may be responsible for discrepancies between the distances measured from GCLFs and those measured from surface brightness fluctuations (Richtler 2003, p. 281) .
Faint fuzzies also have r eff more than twice that of typical GCs in most ellipicals and spirals. Brodie & Larsen (2002) proposed that perhaps faint fuzzies only form in the environment found in lenticuler galaxies, or that perhaps they were accreted along with a host dwarf galaxy. However, Chies-Santos et al. (2013) used kinematics and spatial comparisons with planetary nebulae and H I to conclude that faint fuzzies may simply be akin to old open disk clusters. They suggest that the reason faint fuzzies are observed in lenticulars but not in spirals is that these faint clusters are quite difficult to pick out against the strong structure and variable luminosity caused by star formation in spiral disks.
Thus far, most detailed studies of GCs have focused on early type galaxies (e.g. Peng et al. (2006a) ; Villegas et al. (2010) ), the MW, M31, and a handful of other, mostly bulge dominated systems (e.g. Goudfrooij et al. (2003) ). Late-type spirals, such as M101, have not been as thoroughly studied. Previously, Chandar et al. (2004) studied the GC systems in five spiral galaxies using Hubble Space T elescope (HST ) WideField Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) observations and compared with the known distribution of GCs in the MW. They found for M101 and NGC 6946 that the LF continues to rise beyond the expected GCLF turnover; however, this conclusion was based on a small number of clusters resulting from the partial coverage of each galaxy. Barmby et al. (2006) studied a larger sample of M101 clusters (1715 clusters with m V < 23), but they focused on analyzing "blue" clusters ((B − V ) 0 < 0.45) rather than the older, redder clusters we seek to study here. In this paper, we use the same BV I HST Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) observations as Barmby et al. (2006) to examine the LF, colors, sizes, and spatial distributions of the red clusters.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we describe the observations, selection criteria and methods, and completeness in §2. In §3, we show the luminosity distribution, color-color plot, color histograms, color magnitude diagram (CMD), sizes, and spatial distribution of our cluster candidates, and we discuss the results in §4. Finally in §5, we list our conclusions and describe ongoing work on the M101 cluster system.
OBSERVATIONS, CLUSTER SELECTION, AND COMPLETENESS

Observations
Ten pointings within M101 were taken with the HST /ACS Wide Field Channel (WFC) in November of 2002 (Program ID: 9490, PI: K. Kuntz) using the F 435W (B), F 555W (V ), and F 814W (I) filters 3 . Each field covers 3.3 ′ × 3.4 ′ (see Fig. 1 ). Assuming a distance to M101 of 6.4 ± 0.2 (random) ±0.5 (systematic) Mpc (Shappee & Stanek 2011) , each field covers a 6.1 × 6.3 kpc 2 region. Images were processed through the HLA MultiDrizzle Pipeline Version 1.0 (Koekemoer et al. 2003) , which includes bias subtraction, cosmic ray rejection by combining two subexposures from CR-Split observing, dark subtraction, flat fielding, and drizzling.
We detect sources, which include star clusters, bright individual stars, and background galaxies, in the V band image using the IRAF task DAOFIND. We detect ∼383,000 total sources and measure their brightnesses within circular apertures varying from 0.5 to 5 pixels with the background estimated within annuli of 7 to 13 pixels using the PHOT task within IRAF. We determine empirical aperture corrections out to 10 pixels from the curves of growth measured for 25 isolated clusters, and also apply an additional −0.107, −0.092, and −0.087 mag correction from 10 pixels to infinity for B, V , and I respectively (Sirianni et al. 2005) . These aperture corrections are added to the measured photometry to obtain instrumental magnitudes. The apparent magnitude (m V ) for each source in the VEGAMAG system is found by applying the following zero points: F 435W = 25.791, F 555W = 25.738, and F 814W = 25.533 (Bohlin 2007; Mack et al. 2007 ). 
Cluster Selection
In order to separate ancient star cluster candidates from our full catalog, we made a series of automated selective cuts followed by visual inspection of each object. We use the following automated selection criteria:
1. Clusters brighter than m V < 24.75 where m V was measured within 3 pixel apertures (i.e. no aperture correction yet applied) to ensure high signalto-noise ratio.
2. Concentration index (CI) > 1.15 where CI is the difference between m V measured within 1 pixel and 3 pixel apertures to eliminate point sources; point sources have CI values that peak around 1.00 with a standard deviation of 0.06.
3. Colors, i.e. 0.55 < B − V < 2.0 and 0.75 < V − I < 2.0, similar to those of Galactic GCs.
Because CI is a crude measure of object size, we also use the BAOlab/ISHAPE software (Larsen 1999) to measure the FWHM of each object. ISHAPE fits profiles to each candidate source to determine its FWHM (along with other parameters such as ellipticity). The light profile is a convolution of the point spread function (PSF) with a user determined function representing the spread in light from a cluster's non-point-like size. We determined the PSF of each of our fields by visually selecting ∼40-50 isolated stars in each field. We choose a King profile (King 1962 ) with a concentration parameter (ratio of the tidal radius to the core-radius) of 30 to represent the cluster-like light profile convolved with the PSF for the ISHAPE fitting.
All objects with a measured FWHM < 0.2 pixels (r ef f ≈ 0.46 pc) from ISHAPE were removed from the catalog to further eliminate stars. We then plotted FWHM versus CI and determined a three piece-wise linear fit to the relationship between CI and FWHM. Upon visual inspection, objects falling outside of a perpendicular distance of ∼ 0.1 from the line only consisted of contaminants (usually faint, distorted "patches" that cannot be classified, noise, crowded point sources, etc). Therefore, only objects within a perpendicular distance of 0.1 from the CI-FWHM fits were kept.
Finally, obvious background galaxies, chance superpositions, and other contaminants were eliminated via visual inspection. Figure 2 shows a few typical radial profiles examined during the visual inspection of six selected candidate clusters and five stars (not included in the catalog). Note the clear difference between stars and the relatively well-resolved clusters.
The final catalog consists of 326 candidate clusters (see Fig. 3 and Table 1 ) with magnitude, color, and size measurements (six of these do not have FWHM measurements due to ISHAPE fit errors). For simplicity, we refer to the cluster candidates as "clusters" throughout the rest of the paper. 
Completeness
To evaluate the completeness of our catalog of clusters, we generate artificial clusters, add them to the M101 images, and re-run the detection and cluster selection methods described in §2.1 and §2.2. We generate 4000 artificial clusters using the BAOLAB task MKCMPPSF, which convolves a PSF with a user defined function, in this case KING30 profiles with two different input FWHM: 1.0 and 2.0 pixels (the motivation for these sizes is given in §3.3). We then use MKSYNTH to randomly place the artificial clusters in one of the images, where the magnitude range matches that of the real clusters. We detect sources with DAOFIND using the same parameters as for the real clusters, measure photometry with PHOT, size measurements with ISHAPE, and run the automated cluster selection criteria and CI-FWHM relation cut (see §2.2). Figure 4 shows the completeness fraction as a function of apparent magnitude. Both sizes of artificial clusters show a decline in completeness as brightness decreases with the more diffuse clusters declining at slightly brighter magnitudes. Approximately 80% of the artificial clusters brighter than m V = 23.0 make it through our selection pipeline, and approximately 50% of those brighter than m V ≈ 23.6.
Although the clusters are randomly placed in the M101 images, we ensured that 2000 are located within galactocentric distance r gc ≈ 2 kpc and 500 within r gc ≈ 500 pc to ensure that the completeness of the inner regions of M101 are thoroughly tested. Figure 5 shows the completeness fraction as a function of r gc . While the completeness is slightly better for more compact clusters, there is no significant change in the completeness fraction with r gc except within the innermost ∼ 300 pc (dotted line in Fig. 5 ). Figure 6 shows the magnitude and luminosity distributions for the M101 cluster sample alongside those for MW GCs (taken from the Harris (1996) catalog). The top panel shows a histogram with equal size magnitude bins, while the lower panel shows the luminosity distribution with an equal number of clusters (seven) in each bin. In the magnitude distribution, the M101 clusters have a similar shape to those in the MW (see §4 for further discussion) at the bright end, but a drastically different one at the faint end.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Cluster Luminosity Distribution
In the rest of this section, we compare the results of fitting different portions of the cluster luminosity distributions. These fits are performed with a simple least squares regression in logN -m V space. The slope, a, from these fits can be converted into the true power law index
We first compare the results of fitting the bright end of the M101 and MW GC distributions (see the bot- tom panel of Fig. 6 ). The fit range is M V ≤ −7.5, approximately 0.2 mag brighter than the peak in the MW GCLF (Ashman et al. 1995) . The best fits shown in Figure 6 are α M101,bright = −1.97 ± 0.14 and α MW,bright = −1.91 ± 0.11. The standard deviation for 16 different binnings and ranges are ∼ 0.16 for both the M101 and MW data, comparable to the uncertainties.
For the faint clusters, we use a magnitude range of −5.4 M V −6.5. Here, completeness is a factor, and fainter than M V ≈ −5.4, the LF declines steeply, indicating the probable completeness limit, which matches well with the magnitude at which the completeness fraction of the artificial clusters drops below 50% (see Fig. 4 ). We fit the MW GCs in the full faint range M V > −6.54 (m V > 22.5) since the completeness limit is not a concern for the Harris (1996) catalog. The slopes for these fits are α M101,f aint = −2.03 ± 0.05 and α MW,f aint = −0.46 ± 0.17 5 . The standard deviation for 16 different binnings and ranges (including more conservative completeness limits brighter than M V ≈ −5.4) are ∼ 0.25 and ∼ 0.22 respectively. The shapes of the faint ends of the M101 and MW GC distributions are very different. Note that any faint clusters not identified in our M101 sample due to incompleteness will only steepen , which is where we choose to divide our sample into "faint" and "bright" clusters (see text). The dotted vertical line represents the peak of the MW GC distribution. Bottom: luminosity distribution for our bright clusters (crosses), faint clusters (solid circles), and MW GCs (asterisks) with constant number binning. Fits to subranges of each group are shown with the same line styles as the top panel.
α M101,f aint and increase the discrepancy between the M101 and MW GC distributions.
Statistical tests confirm the fit results for the luminosity distribution of M101, that the bright end is similar to that in the MW, but the faint end is quite different. We compare the shapes of the M101 and MW luminosity distributions using the two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test and the two-sided Cramer-von Mises (CvM) test. Both tests accept the null hypothesis (p-values > 0.1) that the M101 luminosity distribution and the MW luminosity distribution are drawn from the same distribution at the bright end M V < −6.54, and very strongly reject the null hypothesis (p-values < 0.01) at the faint end M V > −6.54.
In fact, the fits do not produce p-values < 0.05 (strong rejection) until the samples include clusters fainter than M V > −6.54. Therefore, we divide our sample into two groups throughout the rest of the paper, where "bright" clusters have M V < −6.54 (m V < 22.5) and "faint" clusters have M V > −6.54 (m V > 22.5). There are 90 clusters in the bright group and 236 clusters in the faint group.
We perform a final fit to the faint clusters after subtracting the MW GC histogram from the M101 cluster histogram (see the dashed line in the top panel of Figure 6) . No normalization of the MW GC histogram is performed prior to subtraction because the bright ends of the distributions are well matched (see Fig. 6 ). We find α = −2.60 ± 0.26 (uncertainties from Poisson errors, i.e. 1/ √ N ) in the range m V = 23.58 to m V = 22.03. Nine different combinations of bin sizes and data ranges (always brighter than the completeness limit, m V ≈ 23.65) give a median α = −2.57 and a standard deviation of ∼ 0.18.
Cluster Colors and Luminosities
In this section, we compare the colors and luminosities of old star clusters in M101 with those of cluster populations in other galaxies. The ages and metallicities of clusters older than ∼ 1 Gyr become degenerate, making it difficult to establish differences in age based only on integrated broad-band colors; the colors are a stronger indicator of metallicity than of age in this regime.
For bright clusters, the median B − V , V − I, and B − I colors are 0.72, 1.10, and 1.81, respectively, and for the faint clusters they are 0.65, 1.10, and 1.76. This spread is almost certainly due to photometric errors, based on a comparison between input and measured magnitudes for artificial clusters. Furthermore, the spread in cluster colors around the SSP tracks increases for fainter clusters, as expected when photometric errors are the dominant source of uncertainty. Therefore, the small differences between the median values for the faint versus bright cluster colors in B − V and B − I are unlikely to be strongly significant.
The B − I color has the largest wavelength baseline and is therefore best suited to revealing multiple peaks in the colors, if they exist. Figure 8 shows B − I histograms. The top plot shows the bright and faint M101 cluster groups, and the bottom plot divides the clusters by distance, either inside or outside of 3 kpc from the center of M101 (Evans et al. 2010) . The faint clusters drive this peaked distribution; the bright clusters appear to have a more even-color distribution with no obvious peak. Overlaid (dotted lines) are the mean blue and red peak B − I colors of eight brightest cluster galaxies (BCGs) determined by Harris et al. (2006) . Note that we have not converted from the VEGAMAG system to the Johnson-Cousins system. We estimate from Figure 21 in Sirianni et al. (2005) that with a conversion to the Johnson-Cousins system, the M101 B − I colors would shift blueward by at most ∼ −0.03. It is then clear that the total cluster histogram strongly peaks close to the blue BCG peak, with a weak tail of clusters extending to the red BCG peak. This red tail may be caused by reddening within the host galaxy itself for which we have not accounted. In the bottom panel of Figure 8 , the clusters within 3 kpc of the center of M101 are slightly redder than those outside of 3 kpc, although they do not have a peak centered on the red peak of the BCGs. The redder color could result from higher extinction or possibly higher metallicity of these more centrally located clusters, but we cannot distinguish between these two possibilities with the currently available data. Figure 9 shows the CMD for our cluster sample with MW GCs, Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) intermediate age clusters (1-3 Gyr, magnitudes and colors from Bica et al. (1996) Again, note that a conversion to the Johnson-Cousins filters has not been applied to the M101 clusters; we estimate B − V colors would shift redward by at most ∼ +0.04 (Sirianni et al. 2005) . The M101 cluster sample, as a whole, has colors similar to the MW GCs, but with significantly more clusters fainter than M V = −6.54. It is of note that the MW GC sample plotted here is missing B − V for 40 clusters, 34 of which are in the faint cluster region. Even taking this into account, however, there are still many more M101 faint clusters (236) than MW GCs (53) 
values.
Also shown in Figure 7 are the colors for 25 young massive clusters (YMCs, ∼100s Myr) that are discussed further in §4.1; they are part of a spectroscopic study on clusters in M101 (to be released in a follow-up paper). Their categorization as YMCs is derived from the strength of the Balmer lines seen in Gemini/GMOS spectra. The YMC colors shown in Figure 7 , however, are measured from the HST BV I images studied here with the same treatment as the rest of the cluster catalog. It is clear that the YMCs overall are much bluer than the faint and bright populations with a median B − V = 0.17 and V − I = 0.52. Figure 10 shows the histogram of cluster sizes (r eff ) for the bright and faint cluster subsamples. The FWHM of each cluster was measured using the ISHAPE software, as described in §2.2, then converted to r eff assuming a distance to M101 of 6.4 Mpc (Shappee & Stanek 2011) . The figure shows that the median r eff values for the bright (2.41 pc) versus faint (4.27 pc) clusters are different, with fainter clusters tending to have larger sizes. MW GCs have a median r eff of 2.98 pc, similar to that found for the bright clusters in M101. Figure 11 plots cluster luminosity versus r eff for the bright and faint M101 samples, and for MW GCs. The MW GCs cover a similar parameter space as those in M101, with the bright clusters in M101 being more compact with less scatter to larger radii than the faint clusters. In order to investigate whether or not there are systematic biases in the sizes measured by ISHAPE for bright versus faint clusters, we compare ISHAPE measurements of artificial clusters of varying input sizes added to the M101 images (see §2.3 for details). We use 2000 of the artificial clusters from the completeness testing with FWHM = 1.0 and 2.0 pixels in addition to 2000 artificial Figure 11 . Absolute magnitude vs. r eff for our M101 catalog (solid circles) and MW GCs (asterisks). The horizontal dotted line represents the luminosity division at M V = −6.54 imposed on our sample (see §3.1). The density of the faint M101 clusters is much greater than that of the faint MW clusters. (Although the MW clusters are a more complete sample down to fainter magnitudes.) The brighter clusters have less spread in sizes and skew toward being more compact for both the MW and M101.
Sizes
clusters with FWHM = 0.5 and 4.0 pixels. Figure 12 plots the cluster luminosity versus measured r eff for the M101 clusters and the FWHM= 1.0 and 2.0 pixel (r eff = 2.3 pc and 4.6 pc) artificial clusters. While it is apparent from the artificial clusters that there is a spread in the measured r eff which increases at fainter magnitudes, it is also apparent that this spread cannot fully describe the number of real, faint clusters with large sizes.
We compare the results from artificial clusters with the observations using the Hodges-Lehmann (HL) estimator, which determines the shifts between the location parameters of two data sets, in order to quantitatively establish whether the observed difference in cluster sizes between the bright and faint subsamples is real or the result of systematic and random errors. The results from the statistical tests and artificial cluster experiments described below suggest that there is a physical difference in the sizes of bright and faint clusters in M101.
The HL shift estimates the difference between the median values of two data sets if the data sets are symmetric about the median, or the difference between the pseudo-medians if the data sets are not symmetric about the median. It does this by computing the median of the differences between each pair of the values in the two data sets. It also gives confidence intervals and pvalues for the significance of the separation as part of the Wilcoxon rank sum test. The HL estimator indicates a shift between the median sizes of bright versus faint clusters in M101 of 1.26 Fig. 11 for the M101 clusters (large solid circles) and artificially generated clusters (small solid circles). The vertical solid lines are the input sizes of the artificial clusters (top FWHM= 1.0 and bottom FWHM= 2.0). In the top plot, the real data are reasonably well matched by artificial clusters at bright magnitudes, but at faint magnitudes, it becomes apparent that too many real clusters have large sizes that cannot be explained by the spread due to measurement errors alone. In the bottom plot, we see that the faint clusters are better described by larger input size artificial clusters.
This only increased the difference between the real and artificial cluster shift estimators.
P -values for the real and artificial clusters for all binnings show that the shifts are significant with values ranging from 6.2 × 10 −14 to 0.03 (strongly accepting the alternative hypothesis that the true location shift is not equal to 0). We conclude that there is a physical difference between the sizes of bright and faint clusters in M101, with the latter tending to be larger (by ∼ 0.71 − 0.96 pc).
Spatial Distribution
The locations of our clusters within M101 in R.A. and decl. are shown in Figure 13 . Figure 14 shows the r gc distribution for the faint versus bright clusters. The bright clusters are largely found within 9 kpc of the center, and quite centrally concentrated, while the faint clusters are more evenly distributed. Figure 15 shows the surface density plots in logN -r
1/4 gc
and lnN -r gc space. N for the surface density plots is derived by counting the number of clusters within the annulus inner and outer radii covered by the r gc bin. N is then divided by the area of the annulus to determine the cluster surface density. Here, r gc and N do not include the innermost 10 ′′ (∼ 310 pc at the distance of M101) of the galaxy since this region is too bright to detect clusters down to the same magnitude limit as the rest of the galaxy. Beyond this region, the background level drops sharply and incompleteness does not vary strongly with r gc . This can be seen in Figure 5 which shows the completeness fraction as a function of r gc .
We fit a de Vaucouleurs law of the form logN = b Vauc + c Vauc r 1/4 gc and an exponential of the form lnN = b exp + c exp r gc to each of the three data sets which are reported in Table 2 (errors are Poisson errors based on the count in N ). The de Vaucouleurs surface brightness profile is typically used to model spheroidal components and elliptical galaxies (de Vaucouleurs 1948), while exponential profiles provide a good description of disk components of galaxies (Patterson 1940) . We also convert the slopes of the de Vaucouleurs fits into effective radii (R e ), the radius within which half of the total cluster population lies in projection, with the formula R e = (−3.33/c V auc ) 4 (de Vaucouleurs & Buta 1978). gc (left) and lnN -rgc space (right). The symbols show the mid point of the radii bin they represent with either connecting lines to guide the eye (top) or best fit lines over laid (bottom). In all plots, the bright M101 clusters (crosses with solid line) follow a centrally concentrated distribution, similar to the MW GCs (asterisks with dotted line), while the faint M101 clusters (solid circles with dashed line) are much less centrally concentrated. Slopes of the best fits to the data are shown in Table 2 .
The slopes of the exponential fits are converted into scale radii (R 0 ) by R 0 = −1/c exp .
Both the R e and R 0 are almost identical for the bright M101 clusters and MW GCs whereas the values for the faint M101 clusters differ significantly from those of the MW GCs. Furthermore, the faint M101 clusters do not appear to follow a straight line in logN -r 1/4 gc space (see the left panels of Fig. 15) , and so may not be well represented by the de Vaucouleurs law. However, they follow a straighter line path on the lnN -r gc space surface density plot, indicating an exponential law better describes the distribution of the faint clusters. The bright clusters appear to follow a slightly straighter line in the logN -r 1/4 gc space than lnN -r gc space, as expected from the high degree of steepness in linear space, and hence, the de Vaucouleurs law gives a better fit.
DISCUSSION
In this section, we first examine the properties (luminosity, color, size, and spatial distributions) of the bright versus faint clusters to determine if our sample consists of two distinct populations of old star clusters. Then we more closely examine the properties of the faint clusters and compare to those in other galaxies.
4.1. Are There Two Populations of Old Clusters in M101? The shape of the LF gives the first indication that there may be two populations of red clusters in M101. As seen in Figure 6 , the LF rises nearly continuously from the bright end down to the completeness limit, but shows a dip near M V ∼ −7.5 to −6.54. This dip can be explained if the LF is a combination of a peaked distribution (as seen for old GCs) at the bright end and a rising, power law-like distribution (as seen for younger clusters) at the faint end. For old GC systems in the MW and other galaxies, both luminosity and mass distributions have similar, peaked shapes, believed to result from mass-loss over ∼ 12 Gyr, mostly driven by the effects of two-body relaxation.
When we compare the MW GCLF to that of our M101 cluster sample (see Fig. 6 and §3.1), we find the shapes quantitatively match well at the bright end, at least down to M V = −7.5, 0.2 mag brighter than the peak in the MW GCLF (Ashman et al. 1995) . The CMD (see Fig. 9 ) shows that the colors of the majority of the bright clusters are similar to those of MW GCs. The median r eff of the bright clusters is similar to the median size of the MW GCs (but smaller than that of the faint clusters; see §3.3). The bright M101 clusters are centrally concentrated toward the center of the galaxy, as are the MW GCs (see §3.4), which is expected for a spherically distributed population.
The similarity between the luminosity, magnitude, color, size, and spatial distributions of the bright M101 clusters and the MW GCs strongly suggests that the former are most likely a typical old (∼ 12 Gyr) population of GCs in M101. Furthermore, our results suggest the M101 bright clusters are largely metal-poor, consistent with the galaxy's nearly bulge-less morphology. Figure 8 shows that the bright cluster colors skew toward the blue peak of BCGs (Harris et al. 2006) . Corrections to the photometry that put our clusters on the same photometric system as the BCG data would push the colors further blueward as would any unaccounted for reddening corrections. Thus, the few clusters near the red peak of the BCGs, most likely do not account for a separate metal-rich population of clusters as seen in more bulgedominated/spheriodal galaxies.
Turning to the faint clusters, their LF can be described by a rising power law with an average slope of α = −2.6 ± 0.3 (see §3.1 and Fig. 6 ). This is similar to what is found for young cluster populations in other galaxies. Larsen (2002) found that young star cluster LFs in six spirals follow a power law of dN (L V )/dL V ∝ L α V where α ranges from ∼ −2.0 to −2.6. Whitmore et al. (2014) examined the LFs of clusters in 20 nearby (4 − 30 Mpc) star-forming galaxies, and found an average α = −2.37 with rms scatter of 0.18.
In checking for similarities between the faint clusters and the MW GCs, we find the median r eff of the MW GCs is smaller than that of the faint clusters, and their spatial distributions are very different. While the MW GCs and bright red M101 clusters are concentrated to the center of their host galaxies, the faint clusters in M101 are more uniformly distributed as expected if they reside in the disk. We conclude that the faint, red clusters form a population distinct from the typical old GCs, one which is associated with the disk of M101.
What Are the Faint, Red Clusters in M101?
Discovering the true nature of the faint clusters depends on determining their ages, metallicities, and masses. It is clear from Figure 7 that exact ages and metallicities cannot be determined accurately for each cluster from optical colors alone since the SSP tracks lie on top of each other in this color space. Nonetheless, we can compare the colors, luminosities, and sizes of these clusters with those in other galaxies where the cluster properties are better known.
The faint clusters may be a population similar to the LMC intermediate age clusters or the brightest old open clusters since they share a similar color-magnitude space (see Fig. 9 ), although the faint M101 clusters do extend to brighter magnitudes than the old open clusters. The faint fuzzies discovered by Brodie & Larsen (2002) and Larsen & Brodie (2000) in lenticular galaxies have V − I ∼ 1.0 − 1.5 which is similar to that of the faint clusters, ∼ 1.1. Despite the similar colors and magnitudes between faint fuzzies and our faint clusters, only 48 of the 230 faint clusters with FWHM measurements have r ef f > 7 pc, but the faint clusters do still have a large median size, greater than the bright clusters or MW GCs.
We can use the observed power law shape of the LF to constrain the ages of the faint clusters. As mentioned previously, the peaked shape found for old GCs is driven by stellar mass loss due to internal relaxation. Figure 3 in Fall & Zhang (2001) , shows how a peak develops at the low end of the mass function and then moves to higher masses as the population ages, while the high mass end continues to have a power law shape. Since we do not observe a peak in the LF of the faint, red clusters, it must occur below our completeness limit. When luminosities are converted to masses, the age at which the peak of the mass function is just below the completeness limit is the maximum age of the faint clusters.
We make the following assumptions for our calculations: a stellar-mass loss rate for each cluster of µ ev = 10 −5 M ⊙ yr −1 , a typical value for MW GCs (e.g., Fall & Zhang (2001) ), and a single age τ for the cluster population. This gives a predicted peak mass, M p = µ ev τ , at different ages. We then use the SSP model predicted, age-dependent M/L V to convert our observed cluster luminosities to masses at different assumed ages, and determine the mass equivalent of our completeness limit, M lim . Based on this methodology, the maximum age for our clusters is constrained by the value where M p = M lim .
We find the maximum age to be ∼ 700 Myr (∼ 1 Gyr)
for Z = 0.008 (Z = 0.02). Palma et al. 2013 ). The faint M101 clusters do have a lower density than typical MW GCs, and the mass-loss rate due to relaxation-driven evaporation depends on the internal density of the clusters, µ ev ∝ ρ 1/2 h , where ρ h is the halflight density (Chandar et al. 2007; McLaughlin & Fall 2008) . Therefore, a better estimate of the maximum age of the faint M101 clusters might be determined by scaling the mass loss rate to the median size of the faint clusters (µ ev,M101 = µ ev,MW (ρ h,M101 /ρ h,MW ) 1/2 ). Now, we find the maximum age to be ∼ 9 − 10 Gyr for Z = 0.008 and ∼ 12 − 13 Gyr for Z = 0.02. Thus it is possible that the faint clusters might be quite old.
We can also put constraints on the minimum age of the faint clusters. Barmby et al. (2006) suggested that the faint, red cluster population in M101 may be reddened, young disk clusters; however, they do not provide any estimated ages. We examine B − I color images which highlight the locations of dust lanes in M101 and find no preference for the faint clusters to be embedded in dust. Likewise, we examine archival HST /W F P C2 Hα (F656N) images and find no preference for the faint clusters to be in or near H II regions. This strongly indicates that they are older than 10 Myr, as clusters younger than this are expected to have not yet fully dispersed, leaving the gas and dust clouds from which they formed.
Also, we have Gemini/GMOS spectra for 25 YMC clusters which exhibit strong Balmer lines with no Hα emission lines, indicating ages of a few hundred Myr. We find that their median colors from our HST data are B − V ∼ 0.2 and V − I ∼ 0.5 (see Fig. 7 ), significantly bluer than the faint red clusters, which have B − V ∼ 0.7 and V − I ∼ 1.1. Barmby et al. (2006) selected 1260 "blue" clusters in M101 with (B −V ) 0 < 0.45 and V < 23, similar to our spectroscopically confirmed YMCs, and they found these clusters appear to coincide with the spiral structure of the M101 disk. The faint red clusters likely do not follow the spiral structure (despite being in the disk), because they have had sufficient time to disperse throughout the disk and away from their birth sites. We therefore believe that the faint red clusters are older than a few hundred Myr.
The faint red clusters are associated with the disk of M101, just as old open clusters are in the MW disk (Portegies Zwart et al. 2010) . Note that the scale radius from the exponential fit to the faint M101 clusters (∼ 4 kpc) is similar to the scale radius of the disk of M101 according to optical photometry (R 0 =4.6-4.8 kpc Okamura et al. (1976) ). Interestingly, faint fuzzies have also been found to be associated with the disks of their lenticular host galaxies (Brodie & Larsen 2002; Chies-Santos et al. 2013; Forbes et al. 2014) despite their ages ≥ 7 − 8 Gyr. Chies-Santos et al. (2013) find that the strong association of the NGC 1023 faint fuzzies with their galaxy's disk-rather than its bulge-to be evidence that the faint fuzzies are simply very old open clusters. They further predict that such clusters should be found in spiral galaxy disks as well, and that the only reason they have thus far only been identified in lenticular galaxies is because of their smooth disks, which make them easier to observe. The excellent resolution of HST /ACS allows us to identify such clusters in M101 for the first time. Scheepmaker et al. (2007) also found six clusters in the spiral galaxy M51 that match the definition of faint fuzzies. We conclude that the faint clusters studied here are old (τ 700 Myr) and part of the disk of M101, similar to but more massive than old open clusters in the MW.
CONCLUSIONS
M101 appears to have two populations of old star clusters: a typical population of old GCs and a fainter population of intermediate-age to old disk clusters. For the population of old GCs, we find:
1. Their luminosity distribution, colors, sizes, and spatial distribution are similar to those of the MW GCs.
2. Their spatial distribution shows a central concentration which is consistent with a spherically distributed halo population.
3. Their colors are skewed toward the typical blue peak of BCGs which indicates they are most likely a metal-poor dominated population, fitting with the nearly bulge-less morphology of M101.
For the fainter population, we find:
1. Their luminosity distribution is similar to the power law shape of young cluster populations in other spiral galaxies, dN (L V )/dL V ∝ L α V where typically α ≈ −2 to −2.6. We find the average power law fit to our faint clusters in M101 has a slope of α = −2.6 ± 0.3.
2. Age constraints determined from the shape of the LF indicate that they could be quite old, up to ∼ 12 − 13 Gyr, although this constraint depends on a number of assumptions.
3. They are older than a few hundred Myr because their colors are much redder than a sample of M101 YMCs with spectroscopic ages of a few hundred Myr. These clusters also do not follow the spiral arm structure that the blue M101 clusters identified by Barmby et al. (2006) The evidence for a large population of old disk clusters in M101 shows that the peak of the GCLF may not be an accurate distance indicator for all galaxy types, especially not spiral and lenticular galaxies. We would caution against using it as a stand alone measure of distance. Other spiral galaxies need to be examined for faint, disk cluster populations.
We are in the process of using Gemini GMOS spectra of bright, old GCs in M101 to measure metallicities for calibrating the color-metallcity relationship for M101. Such a relationship can be applied to our bright cluster sample to determine more accurate ages and metallicities than can be found from the optical colors alone. Unfortunately, we do not have spectra for any clusters in the faint population. Preliminary results show that the bright cluster subset are quite old, with ages similar to those of Galactic GCs. Results from this analysis will be presented in a follow-up paper.
